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ABSTRACT
While terrestrial seasonal migrations worldwide continue to decline, the migrations of
pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana) in the Northern Great Plains remain poorly studied.
Development due to energy exploration and extraction within this region has recently increased,
possibly placing restrictions on pronghorn movement. In this study, I used two habitat modeling
methods, maximum entropy and Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), to identify suitable
pronghorn habitat, and two corridor modeling methods, circuit theory and least-cost path, to
identify seasonal migration corridors. I used pronghorn locations during the 2008 spring and fall
migration seasons to identify which habitat and corridor models perform the best based on
pronghorn occupancy and area included in the corridor. The maximum entropy model performed
better than AHP, resulting in corridors that included more pronghorn locations than those created
using AHP. Additionally, corridors derived from circuit theory included more pronghorn locations
within a smaller area than those created using the least-cost path method. I recommend using the
maximum entropy cost surface and the area of overlap between the two corridors at 15% habitat
suitability level for future management actions. Without further study and conservation efforts
built on this new knowledge, pronghorn populations may eventually decline and the functioning
and biodiversity of the Northern Great Plains may be greatly impaired.
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INTRODUCTION
Worldwide, most long-distance terrestrial migrations have been lost (Harris et al 2009). In
North America, 75% of these migrations, mostly those of bison (Bos bison) and pronghorn
antelope (Antilocapra americana) have been lost largely due to anthropogenic factors (Berger
2004). Migration is an adaptive life strategy used by animals worldwide to avoid periods of low
resources and/or severe conditions. Loss of North American migrations could result in extinction
of migrating species due to decreased access to forage and safe calving grounds. Since migratory
herbivores such as pronghorn increase grassland biodiversity, a loss of these species could result in
North American prairie ecosystems suffering decreased species richness, increased fire frequency
(Collins et al 1998) and a declining ecosystem.
Archaeological evidence suggests that some North American prairie corridor routes have
been used by pronghorn for 6000 years (Berger 2004). Seasonal migrations were once common,
and consisted of the majority of animals within a population moving 80-130 km (Skinner 1922).
Today the long-distance migration of pronghorn still exists in the northern Great Plains of North
America, but these migrations are not undertaken by the entire herd and vary greatly seasonally
and yearly (Dominey 1984). In northern Montana and southern Saskatchewan, pronghorn
generally move south in the winter as they seek out better and more accessible forage (Jacques and
Jenks 2007). In the spring, they move north, seeking plentiful, high quality food for the calving
season. In northern Montana, pronghorn now face serious threats to their historic migration routes.
Fencing, oil and gas drilling, and roads pose physical barriers to the movement of one of North
America’s only endemic ungulates.
Although North American ungulate migrations are among the best studied, little is known
about the complex interactions between pronghorn and their environment. Some pronghorn
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populations are partially migratory, with some individuals migrating hundreds of kilometers
seasonally, while others remain within the same hundred kilometers year round (White et al 2007).
Identification of movement corridors, factors promoting pronghorn movement and those inhibiting
movement is crucial not only to the conservation of the current migration routes, but to the species
as a whole.
Objectives
In this study, I identify seasonal migration routes of pronghorn in northern Montana. To
identify the routes I identify:


the best habitat suitability model by comparing two habitat modeling methods, maximum
entropy and Analytic Hierarchy Process,



the best corridor model by comparing two corridor delineation methods, least-cost path and
circuit theory, and



the single best corridor by comparing the number of pronghorn locations and area included
within different sized corridors.

By modeling the corridor using a geographic information system (GIS), future movements of the
population can be predicted. This information can then be used in conservation planning to
influence oil and gas well development and to increase the permeability of the landscape by
removing or altering fence type within known pronghorn movement corridors.
Background
Many migrations worldwide are affected by human development and to conserve longdistance migrations and to allow continued movement to optimal foraging sites during winter and
summer, protection and maintenance of habitat outside of protected areas will be required.
Conservation of mass migrations requires knowledge of the migrations, however, and knowledge
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of mass migrations around the world is low (Berger 2004). Thus far, pronghorn migrations in
northern Montana have remained poorly studied. To identify pronghorn migration routes, I
identified seven habitat features that have been shown to influence the suitability of habitat for
pronghorn: fencing, distance to roads, distance to oil and gas wells, terrain shape, land cover,
forage greenness and distance to water.
Although pronghorn can jump vertically, they often are reluctant to do so, making
traversing landscapes with fencing especially challenging. Evolutionarily, pronghorn enjoyed
expanses of open land and inhabited areas of gently sloping plains and had little reason to jump.
Pronghorn seem to be unaware of their jumping capability (Spillet et al 1967) and often get tangled
in the top two wires of fencing. Eighty-one percent of pronghorn jumping fences became caught in
the fencing in Colorado and Utah, and pronghorn density and fence-related mortality were
correlated (Harrington and Conover 2006). More mortality occurs from woven wire fences than
from plain barbed wire fences and mortalities increase with an increase in fence height (Harrington
and Conover 2006). In addition to the possibility of a serious decline in population numbers,
fencing poses a physical barrier to ungulate movement (Bolger et al 2007). Pronghorn may travel
along a fence in an attempt to find a circuitous route. In a region where fencing is a common
landscape feature, population numbers and migrations could suffer a decline unless landscape
permeability is increased.
In addition to the fencing that borders roads in the Great Plains, roads themselves may act
as barriers to pronghorn movement. Gavin and Komers (2006) found that pronghorn displayed
higher vigilance and spent less time foraging along roads regardless of traffic level, indicating that
they perceive roads as a risk or a predation threat. Increased human development and activity in
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northern Montana may increase road numbers and provide pronghorn with yet another impediment
to their seasonal long-distance migrations through the area.
Traffic volume and habitat disturbance are the two main anthropogenic factors thought to
play a role in pronghorn behavior near oil and gas wells. Northern Montana and southern
Saskatchewan are energy rich, with a recent assessment estimating that over 6,000 billion cubic
feet of gas and over 3,500 million barrels of oil are present beneath this region (USGS 2008). In
Wyoming, development attributed to energy extraction negatively altered pronghorn habitat
(Berger et al 2006) and pronghorn were found to avoid these areas of disturbance (Beckmann and
Siedler 2009). The development that often accompanies oil and gas drilling contributes to the
amount of fencing and roads on the landscape as well, thus compounding the negative effects of
energy exploration on pronghorn movement (Berger et al 2006).
Pronghorn prefer gentle sloping terrain and generally avoid rugged and mountainous terrain
(Hervert et al 2005). An open landscape allows pronghorn to watch for predators and threats. In
the winter, however, they have been known to traverse steeper slopes if preferred forage is present
and for protection during severe weather (Clary and Beale 1983, Barrett 1982, Martinka 1967).
Preferred forage includes open shrub grasslands (White et al 2007), although diet changes
with the seasons and depends on availability (Selting and Irby 1997). In the winter pronghorn
prefer sagebrush species over other plants regardless of other plant types available but during the
spring, grasses and forbs became a larger part of the pronghorn diet (Beale and Smith 1970).
Wyoming pronghorn selected for sagebrush dominated areas relative to other vegetation types
(Beckman and Siedler 2009). Additionally, it is hypothesized that the spring green-up triggers
migration in some pronghorn populations since pronghorn prefer high quality forage (Yoakum et
al 1996, White et al 2007).
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The amount of water found in forage may influence the distance these animals are from
water bodies. Yoakum et al (1996) found that pronghorn spent more time in habitat that was within
1-4 miles of a water source. Water requirements depend largely on the amount of moisture
available in forage (Beale and Smith 1970). In Utah, pronghorn did not seek water when forb
moisture content was 75% or above. However, when forb moisture content dipped below 39%,
pronghorn drank approximately three quarts of water daily (Beale and Smith 1970).
Habitat Suitability Models
Habitat suitability models are powerful tools in predicting species distributions based on
the species predicted habitat (Austin 2007). These models are based in varied ecological, data and
statistical theories. Most models are similar in that they are often created by using species presence
and absence locations to draw inferences about the preferred habitat based on the values of
environmental variables found at the presence or absence locations (Austin 2007). Although
absence locations have been necessary to create accurate models recent developments, specifically
the development of maximum entropy habitat modeling, allow accurate modeling using only
presence locations (Elith et al 2006).
When the habitat suitability model is used to describe the resistance to movement across a
landscape, the model is called a cost surface. Here, the values of the habitat model are inverted so
the highest values represent a high cost instead of a high suitability (Beier et al 2008, O’Brien et al
2006). Here, I use pronghorn presence locations and environmental variable values at these
locations to create maximum entropy habitat models for two seasons and I transform non-spatial
expert opinion data into a spatial habitat model for comparison.
Maximum Entropy. Maxent is the only program that uses maximum entropy to model
species distributions (Phillips et al 2009a). Maxent is a machine learning program that identifies
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the distribution that fits as loosely across all environmental values at the sample locations as
possible while conforming to constraints on the data (Phillips et al 2004, Elith et al 2006). Maxent
performs well with presence only data and requires few samples for reliable results. The program
assumes the training samples come from the species source habitat and the resulting model is a
representation of pronghorn realized niche (Phillips et al 2004). An increase in sampling area
increases the fraction of the fundamental niche represented by the training samples (Phillips et al
2009, Peterson and Holt 2003). Thus, even sampling of species presence across the study area is
preferred to avoid an artificially small realized niche space (Phillips et al 2009). To provide the
user with a tool to determine goodness of model fit, Maxent provides a variation of a Receiver
Operating Characteristic curve. Receiver Operating Characteristic curves have their origins in
signal theory, where one wants to tune in a specific frequency while at the same time excluding
others. Here, the modeler wants to identify the number of samples correctly classified as being in
‘habitat’ (the true positives) while at the same time identifying the samples correctly classified in
‘non-habitat’ (the true negatives) (Pearce and Ferrier 2000). Since there are no absences in this
model, this curve is based on true positives (model sensitivity) and an estimate of how much area
is predicted to be habitat as a proxy for true negatives (model specificity) (Phillips and Dudik
2008). The area under the curve (AUC), ranges from 0-1 and provides an estimate of the model fit:
the probability that a presence location will be chosen before an absence location at random. Here,
0.50 indicates a model no better than random and a higher AUC indicates better model fit (Phillips
and Dudik 2008).
Analytic Hierarchy Process. AHP is an expert-based habitat suitability modeling method
and a tool for multiple criterion decision making that requires experts to rank habitat factors based
on habitat suitability (Saaty 1977). This technique requires no specialized software, but can be
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input into a GIS for varying scales of analyses. Experts conduct pair-wise comparisons of the
environmental variables’ importance in determining the species presence. The variables are ranked
in order of importance within a matrix and the eigenvalues, or relative weights, of these rankings
may be used as coefficients to data layers in a GIS to create a habitat model. However, expertbased habitat models have previously shown limitations in predicting distributions due to human
bias (Clevenger et al 2002).
Connectivity
As habitat fragmentation continues, habitat patches become increasingly isolated and the
importance of restoring the connectedness of the original landscape increases (Noss 1987). Some
connectivity theories and corridor identification methods are based in graph theory. Graphs can be
used to illustrate meta-populations and allow connectivity analyses of landscapes (Urban et al
2009). A graph is composed of nodes (points) and edges (lines connecting the points). When two
nodes are joined by an edge, they are considered connected. O’Brien et al (2006) emphasize the
importance in using graph theory to determine the connectedness of migratory ungulate habitat. If
one can imagine habitat patches across a fragmented landscape as nodes, and movement
likelihoods as edges, then graph theory can become an important and powerful tool in habitat
connectivity and conservation planning (Urban and Keitt 2001). Here, I aim to connect a source
node with three destination nodes across a landscape in identification of corridors for a north/south
seasonal migration.
Least-cost Path. Graph theory is invoked in the least-cost path method of identifying
movement corridors by assessing a cost surface and identifying the single path of least resistance
from a source habitat patch to a destination habitat patch. In using the least-cost path model the
single path of lowest habitat cost between two nodes is identified as the link between the nodes
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(Theobald 2006). Each cell surrounding the source is considered and the single cell path leading
from the source habitat patch to the destination patch that provides the least resistance to travel or
the highest likelihood of survival in traversing the path is identified as the least-cost path (Beier et
al 2008, Russel et al 2003). Here, the habitat suitability model is considered a cost surface, the
inverse of habitat suitability. From each habitat patch to each other patch, the cost of moving
across the cost surface is calculated to create a cost-distance surface. The cost-distance surface
may then be thresholded at varying percentages of the most traversable habitat, resulting in
different sized least-cost paths from one source habitat patch to a destination patch. For example, a
1 percent threshold would provide the top 1 percent most traversable habitat and a very restricted
corridor, whereas selecting a 20 percent threshold would include more traversable habitat and the
corridor would be much larger. Although least-cost path methods of modeling connectivity are
widely used, it has been recognized that wildlife most likely do not travel through the single path
of least resistance and the distance traveled is likely much greater (Theobald 2006).
Circuit Theory. Circuit theory, implemented via Circuitscape version 3.5 (McRae and Shah
2009), is an implementation of electrical engineering used to describe landscape connectivity
(Chandra et al 1997, Urban and Keitt 2001). Circuit theory allows identification of multiple paths
between sets of habitat patches (Urban et al 2009). This model describes every movement of an
animal as a random choice, with movement in every direction equally probable (McRae 2006,
McRae et al 2008). In running the model, each patch is alternatively ‘connected’ to electrical
current (McRae and Shah 2009) to act as the population source and movement across the
theoretical landscape. The landscape then acts as a resistance surface much like a cost surface, or
inversely, as a conductance surface, similar to a habitat suitability model, as the current travels
outward to surrounding cells from the source patch (McRae et al 2008). The areas of least
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resistance or greatest conductance across the landscape are the most probable areas for movement
(McRae et al 2008). The resulting habitat suitability surfaces may be thresholded as previously
described to isolate corridors of different sizes. Thus, where least-cost path methods focus on
identifying a single path, circuit theory integrates travel probabilities across the entire landscape.
In this study, I compare the two differing habitat models described above and two
alternative habitat connectivity algorithms, least-cost path and circuit theory. I build these models
based on pronghorn telemetry data and environmental data to identify pronghorn seasonal
migration routes.

STUDY AREA
The study area included parts of three counties in Montana (Blaine, Valley and Phillips)
and just into Saskatchewan, west of Grasslands National Park (Figure 1). Over 74% of the study
area was in Montana. The southern boundary of the study area was delineated by Lake Fort Peck.
Cadastral information was not available for land north of the Canadian border within the study
area. In the known 74% of the study area, tribal lands made up the largest percentage of land at just
over 28% (Table 1). State land was the second largest sector (26.17%) followed by private land
(25.31%). Federal lands made up about 17% of the land ownership (Table 1). Over half of the
study area was grassland (59.06%), and a quarter was in agricultural production (24.66%) (Table
2). Wetlands made up just over 5% of the study area while exposed land, water, development,
shrubland, forest, and pasture and perennial crops each made up less than 5% of the study area
(Table 2).
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Figure 1. Location of the Northern Great Plains ecoregion (top left), the study area at state level (middle left), the study
area in regional context (bottom left) and the land cover within the study area (right).

Table 1. Land ownership within United States portion of study area.
Ownership
Area (ha)
Percent of Study Area
Local Government
1900.62
0.74
State Government
67562.16
26.37
Tribal
71907.30
28.08
Undetermined
3.51
0.00
Water
6362.01
2.48
Private
648263.70
25.31
Federal Government (DoD, BLM, BR, FWS)
43549.92
17.00
Total
256111.83
100.00
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Table 2. Land cover type within study area.
Land Cover Type
Area (ha)

Percent of Study Area

Undefined

106.65

0.01

Water

6138.54

0.42

Exposed

27744.39

1.88

Developed

13212.90

0.90

Shrubland

73383.93

4.98

Wetland

78548.76

5.33

Grassland

870608.79

59.07

Agriculture

363566.25

24.67

Pasture and Perennial Crops

40465.98

2.75

Forest

197.82

0.01

Total

1473974.01

100.00

METHODS
Approach
I collected environmental data for both migration seasons and incorporated these into two
habitat suitability models for each season. I modeled habitat using a maximum entropy method,
and an expert opinion method. I then inverted these habitat suitability models to create cost
surfaces. I created corridors on these cost surfaces using two methods; least-cost path and circuit
theory. I compared the resulting corridors at different threshold sizes to determine which cost
surface and corridor methods and which size corridor of these methods should be used for future
management actions based on the percent of pronghorn locations and amount of area included.
Data
Pronghorn were collared in January 2008 within the Bowdoin natural gas field by
wildlife capture and handling professionals at Pathfinder Helicopters, to commence a larger
pronghorn study across the northern Great Plains. Twenty pronghorn were collared and tracked
and fifteen of those pronghorn had a north/south distribution in their presence locations (Figure
2). I assumed north/south movements during migration and removed pronghorn locations during
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the migration periods that did not display such distribution in their locations. Pronghorn presence
was recorded six times daily, at equal time intervals. Since I found long-distance movements
during March, April and May and October, November and December, these months were
considered the spring and fall migration periods, respectively. In the fall models 6,796 pronghorn
locations were included and in the spring, 6,391 pronghorn locations were included.
Because pronghorn often move unabated until a fence is reached, I used a binary measure
of fence presence/absence in the habitat models. Fencing location in Blain, Valley and Phillips
counties was modeled using private land ownership data provided by NSSI and the Montana
Public Land Ownership dataset. I predicted fence presence based on parcel ownership, size and
ownership adjacency. To model fence location, the following assumptions were made: (1)
parcels with the same mailing address and the same public ownership type would not be fenced
if adjacent; (2) public lands less than 640 acres would be leased to the largest adjacent private
parcel owner or public land and fencing would not be present; (3) there would be no fencing
within public lands; (4) state lands and private lands smaller than 40 acres within tribal lands
would not be fenced; (5) fencing would exist along township boundaries where fencing was not
within large parcels; and (6) fencing does not exist between adjacent Bureau of Reclamation
parcels (A. Jakes, University of Calgary, personal communication; M. Suitor, University of
Calgary, personal communication). To model fence locations along roads, I assumed: (1) smaller
roads were not fenced on the Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Refuge; (2) smaller roads
would not be fenced on other public lands; (3) larger roads would be fenced on public and
private lands; and (4) Bureau of Land Management (BLM) land does not have fencing along any
road. I manually added in the township lines where it appeared they crossed over a large part of
open land and removed fences along small dirt roads (A. Jakes, University of Calgary, personal
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communication). Cadastral data was not available for Saskatchewan fence modeling, but fencing
data of public lands was available and was combined with the modeled fence data.
Fence locations were recorded in the field at every interior fence convergence to roads
and where roadside fencing changed in presence/absence or fence type during the summer of
2009 throughout Blaine, Valley and Phillips counties (A. Jakes, University of Calgary,
unpublished data). The modeled fence layer was converted to raster and buffered at four
different distances, 15 meters, 25 meters, 50 meters and 100 meters, to account for error in field
sampling and fence modeling. In a GIS, I sampled the buffers of the fence layer at the recorded
fence locations to determine if modeled fence locations (represented by the buffers) were
accurate.
The 2000 TIGER roads dataset, along with a BLM roads dataset were merged for the
Montana portion of the study area. Roads from the Saskatchewan Enhanced SURN Dataset from
2004 were used for the Saskatchewan portion of the study area. I calculated Euclidean distance
from roads to each cell within the study area for inclusion in the habitat models.
I identified active oil and gas wells for use in the migration models, assuming that these
wells are newer and any degraded habitat surrounding the inactive wells had time to recover. In
addition, non-active wells are not associated with high levels of automobile traffic and human
activity as are active wells. Well data from the Northern Sagebrush Steppe Initiative (NSSI) was
used here. I calculated the Euclidean distance from each active well to each cell within the study
area for inclusion in the habitat models.
The ASTER Global 30 meter digital elevation model was used to create a topographic
position index (TPI) raster to represent the terrain within the study area (Guisan et al 1999).
Topographic position was calculated with a 200 cell (6,000 meter) circular moving window.
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Elevation of each cell was compared with the mean elevation within the window to determine
the cell’s topographic position. The landscape was categorized into four terrain components:
valley bottom, gentle/flat slopes, steep slopes and ridge tops, and used in the habitat suitability
models.
Land cover of the Northern Sagebrush Steppe region was provided by NSSI partners
(Alberta Sustainable Resource Development, Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment, Montana
Fish, Wildlife & Parks). The data was created from the National Gap Analysis Program Land
Cover Dataset and the 2000 Land Cover for Agricultural Regions of Canada national land cover
dataset. Land cover in the study area included pasture and perennial crops, recently burned or
regenerating, shrubland, water, wetland, agriculture, coniferous forest, deciduous forest,
developed, exposed, grassland and mixed conifer and deciduous forest. For ease in ranking
habitat suitability and because very little was found in the study area, forest categories were
combined in the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) cost surface (Beier et al 2008).
Land cover greenness was represented by the normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI). Normalized difference vegetation index is a standard index for measuring the amount of
vegetation in a landscape. It is often used as a proxy for net primary production or forage quality
(Pettorelli et al 2005, Hamel et al 2009) and is calculated by the difference of the red and near
infrared reflectance and dividing by their sum. The scale ranges from -1 to 1, where -1 indicates
a lack of vegetation and 1 indicates greenness saturation. NDVI is created by taking the best
available data from raw imagery and using the maximum value compositing method (Huete et al
1999). I used the available products instead of raw imagery due to the amount of cloud cover on
the raw images. Images were derived via imagery collected by the moderate resolution imaging
spectrometer (MODIS) aboard NASA’s EOS-Terra satellite (Huete et al 1999). I downloaded the
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imagery from the NASA Warehouse Inventory Search Tool (NASA 2009). I used one image in
both the spring and fall cost surfaces, during the approximate middle of the migration seasons;
April and November. The study area lies on the border of two MODIS 2300 km swaths and two
images were required for each date. These images were provided in the Level 3 Hierarchical
Data Format version 5. To transform these images into raster grids, I used the Marine Geospatial
Ecology ArcGIS 9.3 Toolbox, also known as the GeoEco Python package (Roberts et al, in
review), and images were then mosaiced together.
Lastly, water bodies were included in the habitat models. Euclidean distance from
features of the 1:24,000 2000 National Hydrography Dataset Waterbody Features and the
CanMap Water Dataset (created from a combination of National Topographic Data Base
1:50,000 and 1:250,000 scale hydrographic features) to each cell within the study area was used
in the habitat models. For the spring, all water bodies were included. I assumed less water would
be available in the fall and I excluded the ephemeral and temporary water bodies from the fall
corridor models. Saskatchewan 1:24,000 data was unavailable and all water bodies were
included in both the spring and fall migration models and this disparity in data resolution may
influence results.
All data were projected in NAD 1983 UTM Zone 13 North and data preparation was
completed in ArcGIS 9.3.1 (ESRI 2009).
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Table 3. Variables included in habitat suitability modeling, attributes used in AHP ranking, and sources.
Environmental Variable
Description
Attributes
Source
0-150 m
Distance to Wells

Distance at which pronghorn
avoid well locations.

150 - 1000 m

NSSI

> 1000 m
0-300m
Distance to Roads

Distance at which pronghorn
avoid roads.

300 - 1000 m
> 1000 m
0 -1000 m

Distance to Water

Distance to perennial water
source.

1000 - 10000 m
> 10000 m

2000 TIGER, BLM, 2004
Saskatchewan Enhanced
SURN Dataset
2000 National Hydrography
Dataset Waterbody Features,
CanMap National
Topographic Database
1:50,000 and 1:250,000
features

>0.6
NDVI

Relative greenness of the
landscape.

0.3 - 0.6
0.2 - 0.3

NASA MODIS

<0.2
Fences

Present
Modeled binary fence layer.

Absent
Water
Development
Shrublands-Grasslands

Land Cover

Land cover type.

Wetlands-Riparian
Agriculture
Pasture and Perennial Crops

Topographic Position Index

The topographic position of
a cell based on elevation,
slope and aspect of the
surround cells.

Canyon Bottom
Flat - Gentle Slopes
Steep Slopes
Ridge top

Modeled for this study using
NSSI private ownership data
and Montana Public Land
Ownership (Montana
Natural Heritage Program)
NSSI Land Cover Dataset
created by Montana Fish
Wildlife from the National
Gap Analysis Program and
2000 Land Cover for
Agricultural Regions of
Canada
ASTER GDEM; NASA and
Japan’s Ministry of
Economy, Trade and
Industry
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Figure 2. Pronghorn locations during (A) fall and (B) spring
migrations.

Habitat Suitability Modeling
Maximum Entropy Habitat Suitability Models
Fencing, distance to roads, topographic position, land cover, NDVI and distance to
water, were included in these habitat suitability model. Wells were not included because
pronghorn were collared among the wells and preliminary analyses showed wells as the primary
17

(but misleading) predictor for pronghorn presence. For the spring migration period, 4,794 (75%)
pronghorn locations were used for model training and 1,597 (25%) pronghorn locations were
used for model testing. For the fall migration period, 5,097 (75%) pronghorn locations were used
for model training and 1,699 points (25%) were used for testing. Output was log transformed
(Phillips and Dudik 2008) and the habitat suitability model was inverted to form a cost surface.
Analytic Hierarchy Process Habitat Suitability Models
I used AHP to create an expert-derived cost surface (Saaty 1977, Hurley et al 2009).
Efforts were focused on recruiting pronghorn experts most familiar with northern pronghorn
populations (Antilocapra americana americana). Expert experience ranged from three years to
more than a decade. Pronghorn experts filled out a survey weighting each landscape factor
against every other factor and weighting each category within each landscape factor against
every other category (Saaty 1977). I used a scale of 1-9, where 9 represented the greatest
importance of the factor or attribute in determining pronghorn presence, 1 represented equal
importance and 1/9 indicated the least importance in determining pronghorn presence (Saaty
1977). Relative weights were then calculated for each category (land cover, distance from water,
etc) and for attributes within the categories and used as environmental variable coefficients in
creation of the habitat suitability model (Hurley et al 2009). The habitat suitability layer was
inverted and rescaled to a 0 – 255 scale to create a cost surface for least-cost path corridor
creation. I included wells here to gain an understanding of how wells are perceived among
pronghorn experts and to provide a comparison between the two cost surfaces.
Corridor Identification
To select habitat patches, I chose a habitat threshold at equal sensitivity and specificity
for both the spring and fall Maxent habitat models, overlaid the pronghorn locations on the
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suitable habitat and created patches in regions that had a high concentration of presence points
and large amounts of high quality habitat. To identify migration corridors and to force
north/south connectivity, I placed three habitat patches in the northern part of the study area and
one in the south in the Bowdoin natural gas field.
Circuit Theory Corridors
I decreased the resolution of the habitat suitability models and habitat patches to 90 m
before input into Circuitscape (McRae and Shah 2009). The original habitat suitability models
were used as a measure of landscape conductance, and I used the pair-wise comparison option
and created circuit maps that were log transformed to identify high current to each patch from
each other patch. Current output maps between the southern patch and the northern patches were
then converted back to raster and to cost surfaces by multiplying by negative one. After deriving
these initial six corridor surfaces (one from each of the northern habitat patches to the one patch
in the south for both spring and fall seasons), corridors were identified based on the percent of
most traversable habitat (Beier et al 2007). Corridors from 1% to the 20% most traversable
habitat at 1% intervals were identified. The corridor slices of the same habitat percentages
between the different patches were merged to create one corridor for the fall and spring each.
Least-cost Path Corridors
I used the Maxent and AHP cost surfaces for least-cost path corridor identification. I
calculated the cost-distance (the total cost of movement from a source to a destination patch)
from each habitat patch across the two cost surfaces. Because migration is bidirectional, costdistance from each northern patch to the southern patch and vice versa was summed to identify
the total costs between the southern and the northern patches. I identified least-cost corridors
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between each of the northern patches and the single habitat patch in the south by identifying
different habitat percentages as I did for the Circuitscape corridors.
Eight sets of corridors were created using the AHP and the Maxent cost surfaces with
Circuitscape and least-cost path modeling for the spring and fall seasons. For ease of
comparison, I chose the 1%, 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% top habitat corridors from each method,
assuming these five corridor slices would be representative of overall results. I then compared
these corridor slices based on the number of pronghorn locations and amount of the total study
area found in each. The smallest corridor that contained the largest number of pronghorn
locations and contained connections between the northern and southern wild land blocks was
selected as the ‘best’ corridor.
Wells Analysis
Wells are often easier installed on government land and in this region that land also held
most of the native grasslands. To determine if pronghorn were avoiding wells I calculated
density of wells at pronghorn locations and at random locations within the minimum area of
pronghorn use, using a moving window the diameter of the average daily movement of
pronghorn (3.5 km2 during spring migration and 4.5 km2 during fall migration) throughout the
study area. In ArcGIS 9.3.1, I recorded the density of the wells at these pronghorn locations and
compared the means using a t-test in R Statistical Software version 2.10.1 (R Core Development
Team 2010).
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RESULTS
Fence Validation
Within the study area, 1,788 survey points were used in fence validation. Survey points
were in the southeast part of the study area, extending to the towns of Coburg and Turner in the
west and to the Canadian border in the north. The 100 m buffer around the modeled fences had
the highest accuracy, with greater than 96% of the sample points occurring within the buffer
(Table 4). The 15 m buffer provided the least accuracy at 82.38%. The largest increase in
accuracy occurred between the 15 m buffer and the 25 m buffer (Table 4).
Table 4. Fence buffer levels and accuracy scores.
Buffer Size (m)
100

50

25

15

Number Correct

1721

1691

1618

1473

Percent Correct

96.25

94.57

90.49

82.38

Maximum Entropy Habitat Suitability Models
The AUC for the training data for the spring habitat model was 0.79. The AUC created
from the test data was 0.98. Water contributed the largest single percentage to the model (33.8%)
followed by distance from roads (27.4%) (Table 5, Figure 3). In both cases, pronghorn were
more likely to be found closer to these features than farther away. Suitable habitat was predicted
closer to water until about 0.5 km from water sources, decreased between 0.5 km and 5.5 km and
peaked again after 5.5 km until declining precipitously at 125 km. Land cover contributed 24
percent to the model followed by NDVI and topographic position (Table 5). Fence presence or
absence provided no predictive contribution to the model. Fence presence was slightly better at
predicting pronghorn presence than fence absence. NDVI best predicted pronghorn presence
between 0.14 and 0.25. Within land cover, exposed land was the strongest predictor of pronghorn
presence followed by grassland and pastures.
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The AUC for the training data in the fall habitat model was 0.75, while using the test data
the AUC was 0.74. Water was again the largest contributor to the model (56.6%). It was
followed by land cover (19.7%), NDVI (14.5%), distance to roads (8.5%), fences and TPI (Table
5, Figure 3). Within land cover, grasslands were the largest predictor followed by agriculture. A
closer proximity to roads indicated pronghorn presence, although the distinction in the fall model
was not as clear as in the spring model. Predicted presence around water was the same, with
suitable habitat defined closer to water until approximately 5 km and declining precipitously at
10 km. Fence presence was a slightly better predictor to pronghorn presence than fence absence.
NDVI best predicted presence between approximately 0.18 and 0.45.
Table 5. Variables used in cost surface modeling and their percent
contributions.
Percent Contribution
Variable
Fall
Spring
Distance to Water
56.6
36.3
Land Cover
19.8
24
NDVI
14.5
14.6
Distance to Roads
8.5
27.4
Fence Presence
0.3
0.1
TPI
0.3
0.1
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Figure 3. (A) Maxent habitat suitability model during fall migration, (B) Maxent habitat suitability model during
spring migration, (C) Analytic Hierarchy Process model during fall migration and (D) Analytic Hierarchy Process
model during spring migration season.

Circuit Theory Corridors
During the fall migration, about 26% of pronghorn presence points fell within the 1%
most traversable habitat corridor slice (Figure 4). This corridor largely reflected the habitat
blocks, and was just under 5% of the total study area (Figure 5). There was no connecting current
between the habitat blocks at this level. In increasing the corridor slice to 5%, 32.25% of the
pronghorn points were within the corridor while an increase in corridor habitat percentage to
10% increased the pronghorn occupancy to 57.65% and increased the area (Figure 4). This level
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provided an increase in current between the habitat blocks although the blocks were still
unconnected. There was an increase to 85.62% occupancy in the 15% corridor slice. This was the
largest increase found between corridors, and connections between all four habitat blocks
became clear (Figure 5). Approximately 29% of the study area was included in this corridor. The
20% corridor included nearly all pronghorn presence points (94.89%) and this corridor also
included over one third of the landscape (Figure 4). Most of the land between the northern and
southern blocks was included in this corridor (Figure 5).
During the spring migration period, the 1% corridor reflected only the current within the
habitat patches themselves (Figure 6). Only 3.9% of the study area was included in this corridor,
while 40.9% of the spring pronghorn locations could be found within this area (Figure 4). An
increase in habitat suitability to the best 5% of habitat increased the number of pronghorn points
found within the corridor to 3,122. Just over 9% of the habitat was included in this corridor.
There were no clear connections between the patches (Figure 6). A rise in suitability to the best
10% of the habitat resulted in an increase in included habitat (Figure 4) and 73.35% of
pronghorn points were included in this corridor. Connections became clear in the 15% corridor
slice (Figure 6). There were several routes connecting the northern and southern blocks. Less
than one third of the study area and 89.42% of the pronghorn locations were included in this
corridor. There was a small increase in pronghorn occupancy in the 20% corridor slice (Figure
4). This corridor did not appear much different from the 15% corridor, except that there was an
increase in current flow in the east-west direction.
Least-cost Path Corridors
At the smallest corridor slice level, two main corridors were identified, both connecting
the three northern habitat blocks to the southern block (Figure 7). Approximately 17% of the
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pronghorn and 3% of the study area could be found within this corridor (Figure 4). At the 5%
corridor slice level, pronghorn occupancy nearly quadrupled, and less than 13% of the study area
was included. Number of connections increased and corridors widened between the northern and
southern habitat patches (Figure 7). Most connections fused together in the 10% corridor slice. In
this corridor, 78.46% of the pronghorn points are included as well as 20.21% of the study area
(Figure 4) and all habitat blocks were connected (Figure 7). At the 15% level, pronghorn
occupancy increased to 93.76% and amount of study area included approximately 28% of the
study area (Figure 4). This corridor appeared to be completely fused together, with several small
areas of unsuitable habitat in the middle and near the edges (Figure 7). Additionally, a new
connection emerged originating from the southwest portion of the southern block. At the 20%
corridor level, pronghorn occupancy increased to 95.73% (Figure 4). There appeared to be few
habitat holes around the edges with several larger unsuitable habitat patches in the middle.
In the spring 1% corridor slice, pronghorn occupancy was 26.91% (Figure 4). Amount of
area included in this slice was the smallest out of the corridors derived from the Maxent cost
surface. The northern blocks were connected to the southern block by narrow corridors (Figure
8). Width greatly increased and more paths were identified in the 5% slice. A path leading from
the southern patch to the northwestern-most patch emerged to the west. This path did not emerge
in the fall least-cost path corridor series. There was a rise in the amount of area included in the
5% corridor and pronghorn occupancy more than doubled (Figure 4). Substantial connections
between the blocks are made in the 10% corridor slice, and nearly 20% of the pronghorn
locations were included (Figure 8). At the 15% level, 6,263 pronghorn points were included,
while 26.71% of the study area made up the corridor (Figure 4). This corridor had several large
corridors fused together. Again, areas of unsuitable habitat appear in the area between the north
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and south blocks. In the final corridor slice unsuitable habitat patches decreased while amount of
the study area included in the corridor rose to 33.67%. Pronghorn occupancy was the highest
here out of all corridors derived using Maxent cost surfaces (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Pronghorn occupancy (solid lines) and area (dashed lines) within representative corridors derived from a
Maxent cost surface. CS=Circuitscape, LCP=Least-cost Path, 1=1% Corridor, 5=5% Corridor, 10=10% Corridor,
15=15% Corridor, 20=20% Corridor, Fall=Corridor during fall migration, Spring=Corridor during spring migration.
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Figure 5. Corridors created using Maxent and Circuitscape for the fall migration season.
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Figure 6. Corridors created using Maxent and Circuitscape for the spring migration season.
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Figure 7. Corridors created using Maxent and least-cost path for the fall migration season.
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Figure 8. Corridors created using Maxent and least-cost path for the spring migration season.
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Analytical Hierarchy Process Habitat Suitability Models
Thirteen surveys were returned. One survey was unusable and another expert did not
possess knowledge of pronghorn fall season behavior and left that half of the survey blank,
leaving a total of 11.5 surveys with which to create the habitat model. Distance to water was
ranked as the lowest contributor to pronghorn presence during the spring migration period (Table
6, Figure 3). Experts ranked land cover the highest in influencing pronghorn presence. During
the fall migration period, distance to wells had the lowest relative weight and expert score with a
value of 1 (Table 6). Distance to water was the second lowest habitat factor. Land cover was the
highest ranked habitat factor followed by fence presence or absence and NDVI (Table 6).
Within distance to water, the closest distances were ranked the highest for both migration
seasons (Table 7). For both seasons, the closest distance class was ranked the lowest while the
farthest distance classes was considered the most important factor in determining pronghorn
presence for distance to wells and distance to roads. Rankings of NDVI varied with season. For
both seasons NDVI values of 0.2-0.3 were ranked highest while <0.2 was ranked lowest.
However, the higher NDVI values were ranked differently between the seasons (Table 7). Fence
absence was considered a more important factor than was fence presence. Land cover varied
with season as well, and shrublands-grasslands were rated the highest for both seasons and
developed land was ranked the lowest (Table 7). Most experts ranked topographic position the
same for both seasons. Flat-gentle slopes were ranked the most important topographic feature for
pronghorn presence while steep slopes were ranked the lowest (Table 7).
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Table 6. Variables used in cost surface modeling
and their relative weights.
Relative Weight
Habitat Factor

Fall

Spring

Distance to wells

1.00

1.28

Distance to roads

2.19

1.34

Distance to Water

1.53

1.00

NDVI

3.22

3.54

Fences

3.96

2.82

Land Cover

4.01

3.82

Topographic Position

2.97

2.74
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Table 7. Relative weights of within category attributes.
Relative Weight
Category and Attribute

Fall

Spring

Distance to Wells
0-150 m

1.00

1.00

150-1000

2.44

2.44

>1,000

4.92

4.92

0-300

1.00

1.00

300-1,000
>1,000

2.44
4.97

2.44
4.97

Distance to Water
0-1,000 m

3.57

3.03

1,000-10,000

1.28

1.36

>10,000

1.00

1.00

Distance to Roads

NDVI
>0.6

1.40

2.10

0.3-0.6

1.48

1.99

0.2-0.3

3.62

4.70

<0.2

1.00

1.00

Present

1.00

1.00

Absent

7.34

7.34

Fences

Land Cover
Water

2.08

1.91

Developed land

1.00

1.00

Shrublands-Grasslands

11.60

11.09

Wetlands-Riparian Areas

4.40

3.16

Agricultural Areas

4.80

4.13

Pastures

6.37

5.21

Canyon Bottom

2.64

1.94

Flat-Gentle Slopes

9.55

8.91

Steep Slopes

1.00

1.00

Ridge tops

3.95

3.26

Topographic Position

Circuit Theory Corridors
The 1% habitat suitability slice for the Circuitscape derived corridor contained 4.31% of
the total study area. Over 26% of pronghorn occurred within this corridor (Figure 9). This area
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more than doubled in the 5% habitat slice. Pronghorn occupancy increased in the 5% corridor to
about 32%. The habitat patches were not connected at either of these levels (Figure 10). The 10%
corridor included 3,725 pronghorn presence points (Figure 9). Connection was made between the
northwestern most habitat patch and that in the south as well as between all of the northern
patches. At the 15% level, the percent of pronghorn locations within the corridor increased to
82.32% and the amount of study area increased to 29.70% (Figure 9). Another main connection
appeared from the middle northern patch to the southern patch and the corridor to the west grew
larger (Figure 10). The 20% corridor held the most pronghorn locations (90.59%) and the most
amount of land (35.49%). This corridor provided significant connections between all habitat
patches, although there were some areas of unsuitable habitat within the corridors (Figure 10).
In the spring, the 1% corridor included over 40% of the pronghorn locations and 3.75%
of the study area (Figure 9). Pronghorn occupancy of the corridor increased by 3% within the 5%
corridor, while percent of area included nearly tripled. No habitat patches were connected in the
1% or 5% corridors (Figure 11). The 10% corridor included 3,452 pronghorn locations and about
30% of the study area (Figure 9). Like the fall corridor, a connection emerged between the north
western most and southern patches (Figure 11). In the 15% corridor, the middle habitat patch and
the southern patch were connected and the western corridor increased in size. The largest
corridor, 20%, included 92.12% of the pronghorn locations and 36.11% of the study area (Figure
9). At this level, all habitat patches were connected (Figure 11).
Least-cost Path Corridors
Corridors created using the least-cost path method and the AHP cost surface included the
least amount of pronghorn locations. The 1% corridor created using LCP for the fall migration
included 435 pronghorn locations and 2.4% of the study area and the northern patches were
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connected to the southern patch via thin corridors (Figure 9, Figure 12). Points included
increased to 21.94% in the 5% corridor. The corridors between the patches grew in width here.
There were two main corridors connected to the southern patch, and these split to create three
corridors in the north (Figure 12). The 10% corridor included 37.87% of pronghorn locations and
15.61% of the study area (Figure 9). Here, one corridor connected the southern patch with the
three northern patches. Nearly 60% of the pronghorn locations were included in the 15% corridor
and the corridors became fused to makeup one large corridor connecting all of the patches
(Figure 12). The largest corridor, 20%, included less than 80% of the pronghorn locations and
approximately 27% of the study area (Figure 9). At this level, the connections between the
patches fused to form one large corridor with patches of unsuitable habitat in the middle and
around the edges.
The corridor created for the spring migration period using least-cost path methods
included the lowest pronghorn locations and the smallest amount of the study area out of all
corridors created. The 1% corridor included just 244 pronghorn (Figure 9). The southern habitat
patch was connected to all three northern patches via three thin and branched corridors (Figure
13). In the 5% corridor slice and pronghorn locations included increased to 588 and the corridors
became increasingly branched and connections between the corridors were made (Figure 13).
The 10% corridor included less than 20% of the pronghorn locations and less than 20% of the
study area (Figure 9). The western most corridor emerged as the largest. Corridor area greatly
increased around the middle habitat patch as well (Figure 13). Suitable habitat in these regions
increased even more in the 15% slice. Pronghorn occupancy increased to 27.13% in this corridor
(Figure 9). The corridor was continued north of the northern middle and western patches. Most
land was included in the northwest of the study area. Large patches of unsuitable habitat existed
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within the corridor. The largest corridor included less than 60% of the pronghorn locations and
less than 30% of the study area; performing worse than many of the 15% corridors produced
using other methods.
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Figure 9. Pronghorn occupancy (solid lines) and area (dashed lines) within representative corridors derived from an
Analytic Hierarchy Process cost surface. CS=Circuitscape, LCP=Least-cost Path, 1=1% Corridor, 5=5% Corridor,
10=10% Corridor, 15=15% Corridor, 20=20% Corridor, Fall=Corridor during fall migration, Spring=Corridor
during spring migration.
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Figure 10. Corridors created using Analytic Hierarchy Process and Circuitscape for the fall migration season.
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Figure 11. Corridors created using Analytic Hierarchy Process and Circuitscape for the spring migration season.
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Figure 12. Corridors created using Analytic Hierarchy Process and least-cost path for the fall migration season.
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Figure 13. Corridors created using Analytic Hierarchy Process and least-cost path for the spring migration season.
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Wells Analysis
Within the minimum area used by the pronghorn during the spring and fall migrations,
6,500 random points were created. Mean density of wells at pronghorn locations was
significantly higher than at random locations during both spring and fall seasons (p=<0.0001,
α=.05) (Table 8).
Table 8. Mean well density at pronghorn locations and at well locations.
Migration Season
Sample
2

Well Density at Random Locations (per km )
2

Spring

Fall

8.26e-07

1.62e-06

Well Density at Pronghorn Locations (per km )

2.36e-06

2.79e-06

P-value of Test Between Means

<2.2e-16

<2.2e-16

DISCUSSION
For future management uses, I recommend using Maxent to model habitat suitability
when modeling migration corridors. Maxent is easy to implement and works well with presenceonly data and with small sample sizes (Phillips et al 2006). Experts may not be familiar enough
with pronghorn preferences during seasonal movements to effectively and accurately rank their
habitat preferences for migration corridor modeling. The choice between using Circuitscape or
least-cost path to model corridors is less clear and may depend on management uses and
capabilities. Least-cost path did well in including more pronghorn presence points in less area
while Circuitscape corridors included more area as well and less pronghorn locations may be
considered the more efficient model. With either method, I recommend using the 15% corridor
slice. In all cases, this percentage provided the largest increase in pronghorn occupancy and still
provided a defined corridor area. If budgets are constrained for management actions, least-cost
path could be a good choice since a larger percent of pronghorn were included in a smaller area.
I recommend using the area of overlap between the two 15% corridors for a starting point for
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management (Figure 14). Actions such as fence removal or alteration or informing future oil and
gas drilling decisions may be most effective at this smaller scale, and beginning at a smaller
scale may reduce uncertainty from data inconsistencies or modeling algorithms. If management
actions are successful, it may then benefit managers and conservationists to increase the focus
area.

Figure 14. Overlap area of the recommended fall (A) and spring (B) corridors.
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Although distance to water was the highest contributing factor in the Maxent habitat
model, it was considered a factor of least importance by the experts for the AHP model,
indicating an effect from inconsistent data across the border. In both seasons, land cover had a
high predictive value in Maxent, and land cover was ranked the highest by the experts as well.
Some studies have shown that pronghorn have specific land cover preferences (White et al
2007), and this was reflected in the habitat models. Vegetation greenness was highly ranked by
the experts and was the third contributor for the fall Maxent surface and the fourth for the spring
surface. Disparities in ranking occurred with fencing, topographic position and distance to roads.
While the experts considered these variables important factors, they were ranked among the
lowest contributors by Maxent. Pronghorn were found around fences and the majority of the
study area was gently rolling plains. This suggests while experts can consider many different
landscape types at once, Maxent characterizes habitat based on the data provided. Thus, expert
opinion on pronghorn habitat may not be accurate for a specific study area.
In most cases, the corridors derived using the AHP model performed poorly and those
created from least-cost path performed the worst. Most AHP corridors included less area than
corridors derived from a Maxent model. These corridors also included fewer pronghorn
locations. Least-cost path corridors performed better than Circuitscape corridors with the Maxent
habitat model, while Circuitscape corridors performed better than least-cost path corridors with
the AHP habitat model. Circuitscape corridors on the Maxent surface may have included more
area than AHP least-cost path corridors due to the low ranking experts gave wells and roads.
Wells were ranked very low in importance for determining pronghorn presence, although many
of the pronghorn were collared near or around wells. Since wells were not included in the
Maxent model, more habitat was deemed suitable.
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Both Maxent habitat models predicted pronghorn habitat better than random.
Improvements to the models may be made by altering data included. Because pronghorn were
tracked in a somewhat small area within the entire study area, this may have affected Maxent’s
ability to accurately predict pronghorn habitat (Phillips et al 2004, Phillips et al 2009). Changes
in the sampling method or a greatly reduced study area could increase the AUCs (Phillips et al
2009).
Improved data may also increase the accuracy of the models used in this study. The
models could be improved by using fence and water data that is consistent across the
international border, especially if pronghorn migrate further into Saskatchewan in future seasons.
Differences in AUC for spring and fall habitat models created using Maxent were most likely
different due to the differences in data used for each season. The water layer was the largest
predictor for pronghorn habitat in the spring, which may be due to the greater number of water
bodies during this time period.
In addition to the inconsistencies in the fence layer across the border, this layer did not
include permeability data. This data was being collected during this study and I was unable to
incorporate it into this fence data. Additionally, many major roads have fences parallel on either
side and in this study these fences were represented by only a single fence approximately in the
middle of where two fences would actually parallel each other. The presence of two fences lining
a road may provide additional resistance for pronghorn movement and could decrease the
permeability of the habitat models, potentially resulting in different corridors. Finally, fences
were removed by hand where the accompanying roads were insignificant dirt driveways or
turnarounds and were added by hand where it was assumed more fencing would exist. Manual
data editing may introduce some uncertainty in future iterations. This fence model provides room
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for improvements, such as including fence type and parallel fencing along roads, and these
should be made before implementing these methods with 2009 pronghorn data.
Changing pronghorn sampling methods may influence the resulting corridors in the
future as well. Preliminary analyses suggested that primarily wells predicted pronghorn locations
because the pronghorn were collared within a gas field. This bias resulted from the non-random
and non-transect sampling methods. Due to this bias, it proved difficult to estimate the true effect
of wells on pronghorn presence. Pronghorn were found at, on average, areas of higher wells
density in both seasons. This is contradictory to several recent reports investigating the effect of
wells on pronghorn movements (Beckmann and Siedler 2009, Berger et al 2006), and should
further be investigated in part by altering future sampling methods.
In filling out the AHP surveys, some experts identified did not feel they could consider
themselves pronghorn experts and chose not to participate in the survey. There were several
experts that did opt to complete the survey that had less than 5 years of experience working with
pronghorn. Additional uncertainty in the AHP model could be due to the fact that very few
seasonal migration movement studies have been done and expert opinions may more accurately
reflect pronghorn preferences during the winter and summer or during non-seasonal movement
periods. Survey results may be improved by recruiting a higher number of pronghorn ‘experts’
with greater than 10 years of field experience or knowledge of pronghorn behavior and ecology
(Hurley et al 2009).
Identifying pronghorn preferences purely during migration proved difficult. Pronghorn
have different habitat preferences during migration and summer and winter home range seasons
(Selting and Irby 1997). Pronghorn migrations are becoming increasingly variable and some do
not migrate at all (White et al 2007). In identifying corridors that include non-migratory
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preferences, future management actions using these tools will include preferences of most
animals, migratory or not, during these more mobile seasons.

CONCLUSION
Although improvements should be made before future iterations of this study, this study
builds upon a limited body of research regarding pronghorn seasonal migration preferences (J.
Yoakum, Western Wildlife, personal communication, Harris et al 2009). As development related
to domestic energy resource exploration and extraction in the Northern Great Plains continues, it
is necessary we understand the needs of endemic species in this region. Seasonal migrations
worldwide are declining (Harris et al 2009) and protecting these migrations is imperative to
continued ecosystem functioning and maintenance of biodiversity. Without further similar study
of this pronghorn population followed by management and conservation actions based on sound
scientific research, the northern Great Plains as a whole may become impaired.
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